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Addressing the continued timelessness of Shakespeare's work, a leading Shakespearean
scholar reassesses 10 key plays to explore the interconnection between the playwright and the
modern world. Reprint.
The financial crisis that began in 2008 and its lingering aftermath have caused many
intellectuals and politicians to question the virtues of capitalist systems. The 19 original essays
in this handbook, written by leading scholars from Asia, North America, and Europe, analyze
both the strengths and weaknesses of capitalist systems. The volume opens with essays on
the historical and legal origins of capitalism. These are followed by chapters describing the
nature, institutions, and advantages of capitalism: entrepreneurship, innovation, property
rights, contracts, capital markets, and the modern corporation. The next set of chapters
discusses the problems that can arise in capitalist systems including monopoly, principal agent
problems, financial bubbles, excessive managerial compensation, and empire building through
wealth-destroying mergers. Two subsequent essays examine in detail the properties of the
"Asian model" of capitalism as exemplified by Japan and South Korea, and capitalist systems
where ownership and control are largely separated as in the United States and United
Kingdom. The handbook concludes with an essay on capitalism in the 21st century by Nobel
Prize winner Edmund Phelps.
To ace a job interview, you need to give the right answers—and ask the right questions. 101
Smart Questions to Ask on Your Interview is for every job candidate who thinks “Do you have
any questions for me?” marks the end of an interview. In Ron Fry’s view, it marks the
beginning of the last, and perhaps most important, interview phase, one that’s so important
that failing to properly prepare for it can undo all your hard work, including providing great
answers to tough questions. It’s your moment to shine—to show off the depth and breadth of
your research, to remind the interviewer of how perfectly your credentials fit the job description,
and to actually ask for the job! Fry shows you how to take charge of the interview process,
presenting yourself as the self-managing, versatile, and confident candidate most employers
are seeking. He demonstrates how to use the interview process to sell the company on you
while obtaining the information necessary to make sure you are sold on them. From what to
ask, when to ask it, and the kinds of answers to expect, 101 Smart Questions to Ask on Your
Interview gives all candidates, from first-timers to seasoned pros, the practical information and
advice they need to ace entire interviews . . . and get their dream jobs.
Used both as a pedagogical tool and a reference. This work is used for any introductory
programming course that includes Unix and for advanced courses such as those on Operating
Systems and System Administration. It contains over 900 exercises and self-test questions.
This book also features coverage of Linux, where Linux differs from UNIX.
Discover the seminal book on turning your internship experience into a career-building
launchpad for your future. Author Eric Woodard, who got his start as a star intern in the White
House, has mentored hundreds of interns as they transition in their careers to something
bigger and better. In these pages he lays out the basics of the internship game, the questions
to ask when applying, and the best courses of action for turning an internship into a desirable
career. Whether you’re still in school, looking for a job after college, or this is your third career
change, The Ultimate Guide to Internships will give you excellent professional guidance on
getting to the next level, expertly covering such topics as: • Identifying internships that will
serve your personal career goals • Distinguishing yourself as an applicant • Knowing what to
expect on the job • Impressing your employer and superiors • Networking effectively in the
work environment • Preparing yourself for any obstacles • Transitioning to a full-time job • And
many more! Told with humor and honesty, Eric’s advice always focuses on how to make the
most of your position, be your best self, exceed others’ expectations, and proudly stand out as
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the best intern in the office. For anyone who is ready to start their dream career, let The
Ultimate Guide to Internships be your handbook as you begin your journey forward, one step at
a time. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on
the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects
such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting,
film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we
don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply
committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often
publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can
help our audience of readers.
Over fifty pages of classified files from the world of the #1 New York Times bestselling Maze
Runner series, perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and Divergent. The first book, The Maze
Runner, and its sequel, The Scorch Trials, are now major motion pictures featuring the star of
MTV's Teen Wolf, Dylan O’Brien; Kaya Scodelario; Aml Ameen; Will Poulter; and Thomas
Brodie-Sangster! Also look for James Dashner’s newest novels, The Eye of Minds and The
Rule of Thoughts, the first two books in the Mortality Doctrine series. Praise for the Maze
Runner series: A #1 New York Times Bestselling Series A USA Today Bestseller A Kirkus
Reviews Best Teen Book of the Year An ALA-YASLA Best Fiction for Young Adults Book An
ALA-YALSA Quick Pick "[A] mysterious survival saga that passionate fans describe as a fusion
of Lord of the Flies, The Hunger Games, and Lost."—EW.com “Wonderful action writing—fastpaced…but smart and well observed.”—Newsday “[A] nail-biting must-read.”—Seventeen.com
“Breathless, cinematic action.”—Publishers Weekly “Heart pounding to the very last
moment.”—Kirkus Reviews “Exclamation-worthy.”—Romantic Times [STAR] “James
Dashner’s illuminating prequel [The Kill Order] will thrill fans of this Maze Runner [series] and
prove just as exciting for readers new to the series.”—Shelf Awareness, Starred "Take a deep
breath before you start any James Dashner book."-Deseret News

In 1880 the Norwegian ethnologist, zoologist and explorer Carl Lumholtz
embarked on an expedition to Australia, with the purpose of observing the life
and customs of the Australian Aborigines. This book focuses on his experiences
while living for a year with a community in Queensland that had never previously
come into contact with white people. 'Not only are many of the Australian
Aborigines cannibals', says Lumholtz, 'but most of the tribes have not yet
emerged from the Stone Age in the history of their development'. He goes on
brilliantly to document a complex and fascinating society. Containing detailed
maps to illustrate the explorer's travels and many images, the book also includes
informative appendices outlining Australian history, geology, flora and fauna. First
published in 1889, Lumholtz's classic account of the events and practices he
witnessed retains the power to shock, educate and entertain the modern reader.
After being kidnapped by Mr. Chu, Atticus "Tick" Higginbottom and his friends
Paul and Sofia must survive a series of tests in several different Realities.
Introductory Algebra, 4e will be a review of fundamental math concepts for some
students and may break new ground for others. Nevertheless, students of all
backgrounds will be delighted to find a refreshing book that appeals to all
learning styles and reaches out to diverse demographics. Through down-to-earth
explanations, patient skill-building, and exceptionally interesting and realistic
applications, this worktext will empower students to learn and master
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mathematics in the real world. Bello has written a textbook with mathanxious
students in mind to combat the issue of student motivation, something that
instructors face with each class. The addition of Green Math examples and
applications expands Bello's reach into current, timely subjects.
Preparing Heirs discloses the surprising findings from the authors' research into
the legacies of 3,250 wealthy families. With extraordinary insight, they reveal
what the relatively small number of successful families had in common-how they
achieved and maintained family harmony, and ensured the smooth transition of
their wealth to well-adjusted heirs. They also warn of the wide range of factors
that cause the majority of wealthy families to fail in their transition. Preparing
Heirs offers clear, concise, well-organized, and easy-to-follow instructions that
will enable you to evaluate your plan for transitioning family wealth. Preparing
Heirs is an assessment tool that can be used in conjunction with the services of
qualified professionals such as attorneys and accountants. It addresses the
major causes for the 70% failure rate in estate transitions, which lie within the
family itself and are within the family's control. This book can help you develop a
plan to transmit the family values underlying the accumulation of wealth and
prepare your heirs to be good stewards and thoughtful administrators of that
wealth.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Maze Runner comes the first
two action-packed adventures of The 13th Reality series in one exciting edition!
What if every time you made a choice that had a significant consequence, a new,
alternate reality was created—the life that would’ve been? What if those new
Realities were in danger? What if it were up to you to save all the realities—and in
turn, the entire universe? Atticus Higginbottom, a.k.a. Tick, is living a regular life
until the day a strange letter arrives in his mailbox. Postmarked from Alaska and
cryptically signed with the initials “M.G.,” the letter informs Tick that
dangerous—perhaps even deadly—events have been set in motion that could
result in the destruction of reality itself. Join Tick as he embarks on a series of
adventures that cross time and space in the first two books of the acclaimed The
13th Reality series.
Cosmology is in crisis. The more we discover, the more puzzling the universe
appears to be. How and why are the laws of nature what they are? A philosopher
and a physicist, world-renowned for their radical ideas in their fields, argue for a
revolution. To keep cosmology scientific, we must replace the old view in which
the universe is governed by immutable laws by a new one in which laws evolve.
Then we can hope to explain them. The revolution that Roberto Mangabeira
Unger and Lee Smolin propose relies on three central ideas. There is only one
universe at a time. Time is real: everything in the structure and regularities of
nature changes sooner or later. Mathematics, which has trouble with time, is not
the oracle of nature and the prophet of science; it is simply a tool with great
power and immense limitations. The argument is readily accessible to nonscientists as well as to the physicists and cosmologists whom it challenges.
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R has been the gold standard in applied machine learning for a long time.
Surveys show that it is the most popular platform used by professional data
scientists. It is also preferred by the best data scientists in the world. In this
Ebook, learn how to get started, practice and apply machine learning using the R
platform.
As a practical reference for anyone entrusted with the lives and property of
others, Emergency Planning helps its readers prepare for a variety of
situations--from bomb threats to fires to nuclear disasters. The authors of this
book recognize the need for updated emergency planning. The "blueprints" in the
appendices are useful plans for dealing with such specific emergencies as labor
strikes, hurricanes, and terrorist actions. While most large governmental entities
are prepared to deal with nearly all types of contingencies and emergencies,
many communities and companies have few plans detailing how to respond to
and recover from such events. The purpose of this book is to stimulate thought
on the part of the reader, provide some practical solutions to problems that could
be encountered, and offer a number of considerations for formulating emergency
plans. The authors have combined their years of knowledge and experience to
create some sample plans for the reader to use as models for developing sitespecific plans.
Living in paradise, Sydney loves her job, her friends, and her passion for marine
biology. Her best friend, Henry, has an invested interest in her, but Sydney never
seems to notice. While Henry is the perfect man, she only dates the wrong guys.
Her ex-boyfriend cheated on her, broke her heart, and now she's too shattered to
give anyone a chance. Until Coen... A sexy bad boy with a tattoo, he elicits dark
desires Sydney hasn't felt in so long. His intense eyes, the color of the sea,
capture her sight, making it impossible to look away. She tries to avoid him,
knowing he's no good for her, but Coen, who always getting what he wants,
doesn't take no for an answer. Will Sydney regret this decision? Or will she find
what's been missing her entire life? The family she lost, the loves she misses,
and the trust she never thought she could have for someone else.
PRINCE (Projects in Controlled Environments), a structured method for effective
project management, was introduced as the standard for all government
information system projects in 1989. Prince2 was launched in 1996 to provide
project management guidance for all types of projects, and it has become a de
facto standard used extensively by the UK government as well as widely
recognised throughout the private sector both in the UK and internationally. This
reference manual contains detailed guidance on good practice to ensure projects
are managed effectively to achieve business benefits within budget, within time
and to the required quality, and which offers a flexible approach to suit all
projects.
The Answers to All Your Sewing Questions! Whether you're a novice sewer or a
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skilled seamstress, who better to go to for sewing answers and advice than
expert Nancy Zieman? Set aside your sewing fears and let Nancy guide you stepby-step through 100+ basic to advanced sewing methods and techniques.
Arranged in alphabetical order for fast and easy reference, this handy guide will
make its permanent home by your sewing machine or on your workspace. With
over 100 topics ranging from Appliqué to Zippers, Nancy will help you achieve
beautiful results with every project. Helpful Notes from Nancy throughout the
book provide insights and tips for a variety of sewing techniques and skills. Spiral
binding allows the book to lay flat for hands-free reference while you sew, cut or
press. Clear, concise instructions and detailed illustrations help make even the
most advanced techniques easy to understand and successfully execute. A
wealth of information and instruction from your favorite sewing expert is at your
fingertips in this go-to guide! Stitch with ease and assurance with Nancy
Zieman's Sewing A to Z by your side!
The authors emphasize three scientific themes: scientific literacy, Earth science and the
human experience and the science of global change. They have included numerous examples
of human interaction with the Earth that can serve as entry points for students to appreciate the
nature of science.
This straightforward and effective how-to guide provides the basics for any journalist or student
beginning to use data for news stories. It has step-by-step instructions on how to do basic data
analysis in journalism while addressing why these digital tools should be an integral part of
reporting in the 21st century. The book pays particular attention to the need for accuracy in
computer-assisted reporting and to both the potential and pitfalls in utilizing large datasets in
journalism. An ideal core text for courses on data-driven journalism or computer-assisted
reporting, Houston pushes back on current trends by helping current and future journalists
become more accountable for the accuracy and relevance of the data they acquire and share.
Online instructor's materials are available to adopting professors, and additional exercises are
available free online to students at the below address: http://ire.org/carbook/ username:
carbook password: carbook4
Whatever you’re trying to learn about the world—as a journalist or as an informed citizen—
public records often hold the key. But what records, where? And how to get them? Gaining
access to records is an art, one that requires an organized approach and a good
understanding of human behavior. The Art of Access: Strategies for Acquiring Public Records,
Second Edition is a how-to guide for putting the law into action and using ingenuity to pry
records loose. FOI experts and longtime journalists David Cuillier and Charles N. Davis
present strategies for dealing with the officials who stand between you and the information you
seek. They explore new developments in technology and research and the latest online
innovations and tools to help you rethink the information-gathering process and develop a
document state of mind.
“Of Flame and Promise is an absolutely amazing book. I laughed, I cried, I felt their pain. It’s
one of the best books I have read. While this was my first book by Cecy, it won’t be my
last.”—Night Owl Reviews (five stars, Top Pick) Cursed by a spell meant to destroy them, Taran
Wird and her sisters instead developed unique magical talents. With the power of fire and
lightning literally at her fingertips, Taran doesn’t fear much. Demons, vamps, whatever—bring
’em on! Only one thing terrifies her: commitment. Taran is crazy about her boyfriend, Gemini,
a sexy were with the incredible ability to split into two separate wolves. But after watching her
sister go through heartbreak with the pack’s Alpha, Taran knows not to count on happily ever
after—despite Gemini’s desire to claim her as his mate. Reluctantly, she agrees to meet his
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very traditional and conservative parents. Taran’s a badass with a mouth to match, and
Gemini loves her for it. She’s just not positive these attributes will please Mom and Dad.
Unsurprisingly, every attempt by Taran to bond with Gemini’s folks proves disastrous. But in
the end, Taran finds that winning them over means unleashing her powers . . . and proving that
this foul-mouthed fire-starter is a force to be reckoned with. This is a re-release with new cover
and a print edition; originally released as an ebook with PRH on Jan. 12, 2016. Of Flame and
Promise is Taran's first book with her POV but steps back in time between books 2 and 3 of
the Weird Girls series. Happy Reading!
Troubleshooters: They Never Let You Down. The fourteenth addictive romantic suspense
novel in New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann's Troubleshooters series,
filled with thrilling adventure, excitement and passion. In DARK OF NIGHT, the
Troubleshooters take on their most deadly foes... Badly shaken after the loss of one of their
own, the men and women of Troubleshooters Inc. go up against their most deadly opponents
yet - the clandestine organisation, The Agency. Blackmail, extortion, murder: The Agency's
black-ops sector will stop at nothing to achieve their objective. But this time they've gone too
far and hit too close to home and the Troubleshooters are out for revenge. Led by former Navy
SEAL Lawrence Decker, a team of investigators - from FBI agent Jules Cassidy and former
CIA operative Dave Malkoff, to Troubleshooters Sophia Ghaffari, Tess Bailey and receptionist
Tracy Shapiro - band together to uncover the truth, and bring the killers to justice. But the
stakes are raised even higher when Decker barely escapes an attempt on his life. It soon
becomes clear that the hunters have become the hunted - and the Troubleshooters are no
longer just solving a crime - they're fighting for survival.
Daisy Martinez is America's most exciting and beloved new television cook. Here, at last, is her
first cookbook, with all the recipes from her acclaimed show--and most can be made in under
thirty minutes! In Daisy Martinez's kitchen, salsa music is always playing. Laughter fills the air,
along with delicious aromas of the amazing meal to come. Friends, neighbors, and family
members are ever-present, sneaking tastes from every pot. And in the center of it all, Daisy is
laughing, singing, tasting, and appreciating everything that her kitchen--and life!--has to offer.
Does this sound like your kitchen? If not, don't despair. In this book and on her acclaimed
national public television series, Daisy Cooks!, Daisy teaches you how to bring excitement
back to the table with Latin-inspired food that your friends and family will love! Some of these
recipes will remind you of meals you've enjoyed in restaurants. Some are great variations on
dishes you already cook. Some are totally new. All of them will rock your world. Daisy's
flavorful, satisfying interpretation of the best dishes from Puerto Rico, Mexico, Spain, Cuba, the
Dominican Republic, and Central and South America all taste like the results of a day in the
kitchen--but in reality, most take only thirty minutes to prepare. Here, you'll find the techniques
that Daisy learned at the French Culinary Institute, along with her mother's and grandmother's
time-tested tricks! This winning combination results in dishes that range from elegant Chicken
Braised with Figs to soul-satisfying Cuban Black Bean Soup to to-die-for homemade Dulce de
Leche. And then, of course, there are Daisy's "Top Ten Hits"--the recipes that, once you try
them, are guaranteed to change the way you cook forever. In this first chapter, Daisy shows
how simple flavor boosters, in addition to a few easy techniques, can make every meal
mouthwateringly special. In Daisy's words, "If you can season, cook, and dress pork chops and
serve them alongside fragrant yellow rice in less than thirty minutes, I can't imagine why you'd
eat anything from a cardboard carton!" With ingredients that are found in almost every
supermarket, equipment that every kitchen contains, and a little bit of adventurousness on your
part, the recipes in this book will transform your mealtimes for good. So jump right in--it's time
to get Daisy-fied!

Zend Enterprise PHP Patterns is the culmination of years of experience in the
development of web-based applications designed to help enterprises big and
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small overcome the challenges of the web-based application world and achieve
harmony in not only the architecture of their application, but also the entire
process under which that application is created and maintained. Taken directly
from real-life experiences in PHP application development, Zend Enterprise PHP
Patterns will help you Utilize open source technologies such as PHP and Zend
Framework to build robust and easy-to-maintain development infrastructures.
Understand Zend Framework and its philosophical approach to building complex
yet easy-to-maintain libraries of functionality for your application that can scale
with your needs. Benefit through an in-depth discussion of tools and techniques
that can significantly enhance your ability to develop code faster, fix bugs, and
increase performance.
Thirteen-year-old Atticus "Tick" Higginbottom begins receiving mysterious letters
from around the world signed only "M.G.," and the clues contained therein lead
him on a journey to the perilous 13th Reality and a confrontation with evil
Mistress Jane.
Katie’s Cabbage is the inspirational true story of how Katie Stagliano, a third
grader from Summerville, South Carolina, grew a forty-pound cabbage in her
backyard and donated it to help feed 275 people at a local soup kitchen. In her
own words, Katie shares the story of the little cabbage seedling and the big ideas
of generosity and service that motivated her to turn this experience into Katie’s
Krops, a national youth movement aimed at ending hunger one vegetable garden
at a time. Katie’s Cabbage reminds us of how small things can grow and thrive
when nurtured with tender loving and care and of how one person, with the
support of family, friends, and community, can help make a powerful difference in
the lives of so many. Katie’s Cabbage was illustrated by Karen Heid, associate
professor of art education at the University of South Carolina School of Visual Art
and Design. Editorial assistance was provided by Michelle H. Martin, a dedicated
gardener and the Augusta Baker Chair in Childhood Literacy at the University of
South Carolina School of Library and Information Science. Patricia MoorePastides, First Lady of the University of South Carolina and author of Greek
Revival from the Garden: Growing and Cooking for Life, offers a foreword about
her friendship with Katie and her admiration of Katie’s dream to end hunger one
garden at a time.
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